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The Young Applied Artists Scholarship
Micael Ernstell
Curator, Applied Art and Design

In November 2014, the Young Applied
Artists scholarship was awarded for the
tenth time. It was the brainchild of Bengt
Julin (1911–2005), who wanted to support applied artists below the age of 35
working in Sweden. The scholarship was
first conferred in 2001, coinciding with
Bengt Julin’s own 90th birthday celebrations. Following the first presentation, it
was decided that several awards should be
made, to artists working with different categories of materials. The scholarship has
developed over the years, however, and is
now awarded every two years and amounts
to SEK 100,000.
The scholarship is financed by the
Bengt Julin Fund and, as well as supporting
designers at the beginning of their careers, is intended to encourage innovation
in the applied arts. The task of selecting
candidates for the award is undertaken in
close consultation with the Nationalmuseum, and forms an important part of the
Museum’s efforts to follow developments
in contemporary applied art. Works by all
sixteen successful candidates have been
bought by the Museum in conjunction
with the award of the scholarship.
The board of the Bengt Julin Fund
appoints a jury, which recommends a candidate for the scholarship to the board.
The jury applies a broad definition of the
concept of “applied art”, and approaches
its task with great expertise and enthusiasm. In 2014, its members were Elsebeth
Welander-Berggren of Sven-Harry’s Art
Museum (chair), Rolf Julin of the Bengt

Karl Magnus Nilsson (b. 1977), Object, Läslampa (Reading Lamp), 2008.
Glass, metal, cord, H. 50 cm. Nationalmuseum, NMK 65/2014.
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Erik Tidäng (b. 1973), Vase, Kotte (Cone), 1999. Iron and silver, 28.5 x 22.6 cm.
Nationalmuseum, NMK 74/1999.

Julin Fund, Arne Gustafsson, former principal of Beckmans College of Design, Professor Kerstin Wickman, Love Jönsson from
the Röhsska Museum, and Micael Ernstell
from the Nationalmuseum.
The scholarship has always been presented at the Nationalmuseum, but during
the refurbishment, from 2013 to 2018, the
ceremony is being held at other venues.
Since its inception in 2001, Princess Christina, Mrs Magnuson, has presented the
award, with the exception of 2004, when
Crown Princess Victoria attended. Each
year the award ceremony has been accompanied by lectures on themes linked to
the work of the winning candidate. These
events have been funded by the independent Bengt Julin Foundation for Crafts,
Applied Arts and Industrial Design, with
the aims of turning the spotlight on the
applied arts, exploring the work of the
scholarship holders, and offering talks by
interesting speakers from Sweden or abroad. The Foundation has thus made it possible for several internationally recognised
applied artists to be invited to Stockholm.
Alongside the lectures, the Nationalmuseum has arranged small-scale exhibitions or
presentations of the scholarship holders.
To mark the tenth award of the scholarship, a publication was produced with
the title Stipendiet Unga Konsthantverkare –
en satsning på framtiden: De tio första stipendieåren (The Young Applied Artists scholarship – an investment in the future: The
first ten years). The book, written by curator Micael Ernstell, gives an account of
the winners of the scholarship, its patron
Bengt Julin, and the Fund’s significance
for the Nationalmuseum’s collection of
applied art and design.

The Bengt Julin Fund
Bengt Julin’s interest in the applied arts
came late in life, but he was to be their discreet friend and supporter for thirty very
intense years. Julin’s constructive thinking,
and the never-ceasing stream of good ideas that he shared with those around him,
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Ida-Lovisa Rudolfsson (b. 1979), Det var något med himlen (There Was Something About the Sky), 2014. Textile, batik, appliqué and
embroidery, 135 x 110 cm. Nationalmuseum, NMK 191/2015.
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soon proved of great benefit to the Friends
of the Nationalmuseum. For many years
he was a member of the Friends’ board,
including thirteen as treasurer. He always
stressed the importance of the individual
member to the association and the Museum, and never hesitated himself, when the
need arose, to lend the Museum his practical assistance and advice.
It was while he was treasurer of the
Friends that Julin became aware of the
Applied Art and Design Department’s acute lack of funds to add to the collection.
As a result, in 1983 he established the
Bengt Julin Fund for purchases of works of
modern applied art. Thanks to the Fund,
more than 200 unique artworks have been
presented as gifts to the Nationalmuseum.
In 2000 the Museum showed its gratitude to this patron of the arts by holding
an exhibition of Gifts from the Bengt Julin
Fund, with an accompanying catalogue.
Bengt Julin’s name has long been inscribed in gold on the great staircase of the
Museum, alongside those of other major
donors.
Today, the Bengt Julin Fund is part of
the Friends of the Nationalmuseum. It has
its own board, which decides on gifts to the
Museum, as well as making decisions on and
appointing the jury for the Young Applied
Artists scholarship. The board of the Fund
is chaired by Ann Westin of the Friends of
the Nationalmuseum, and also includes
as members Elsebeth Welander-Berggren,
Rolf Julin, Adine Grate and Micael Ernstell.
The Bengt Julin Fund enables the Nationalmuseum to maintain a high level of
ambition when it comes to acquisitions of
contemporary works. Without it, the Museum would not have been able to document
and acquire examples of the Swedish applied arts of recent decades. Gifts from the
Fund make up a significant share of the
Museum’s collection of high-quality, contemporary applied art.

Helena Hörstedt (b. 1977), Dress, Broken Shadow, 2008. Raw silk, leather.
Nationalmuseum, NMK 110/2009.
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Tobias Birgersson (b. 1973), Teceremoni, Fikapaus (Tea Ceremony, Coffee Break), 2001. Deep-pressed silver and kevlar. Nationalmuseum, NMK 155–158/2001.

The Applied Art and
Design Collection at the
Nationalmuseum
There was much debate in the 19th century about the need for a design museum
in Stockholm. The outcome was the establishment in 1885 of a Department of Applied Art within the Nationalmuseum, a
department with a special focus on design.
The aim was that, by taking a long-term
view – from the Renaissance to the present

day – it would be possible to highlight past
ideals and provide contemporary designers with inspiration for new ideas.
The Nationalmuseum now has a national responsibility in Sweden for collecting
applied art and design. The collection
consists primarily of examples drawn from
Swedish design history. It currently includes some 35,000 objects, from the period
1500 to the present, with roughly half of
them dating from 1900 or later. Some
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200 objects are added each year, most of
them of contemporary origin. Today, acquisitions are intended to document developments that were innovative or typical
of their time. The collection is constantly
under review and is updated and supplemented to ensure that, as far as possible,
every period is covered. One advantage is
that the collection is constantly evolving
– each generation, drawing on the knowledge available to it and by making new
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acquisitions, can contribute to a greater
understanding of a given phase in our design history.
The Nationalmuseum is a state museum, but as far as making possible acquisitions of individual objects is concerned,
the biggest contribution has not come
from its owner, the state. Individual citizens have played a far greater role in augmenting the collection. Down the years,
collections large and small have been presented to the Museum. In addition, there
are the private individuals who have made
financial donations for acquisitions and
who now, through funds and foundations,
continue to enhance the Museum’s scope
to make purchases. Donors who have focused their giving on acquisitions in the
applied arts have been joined in recent
decades by Bengt Julin and Barbro Osher,
who, through the funds they have created,
have contributed very significantly to the
growth of the collection. Without friends
such as these, the Nationalmuseum would
not be as well placed as it is to present the
contemporary history of design – an area
in which the Museum’s resources for new
acquisitions are extremely limited.

Tina Reuterberg (b. 1967), Vase, Höstfantasia (Autumn Fantasia), 2000. Hand-built earthenware glazed
in yellow and orange. Nationalmuseum, NMK 229/2000.
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